Newsbite
News from the APESA: January 2019

Dear Parents,
Happy New Year! On behalf of the Staff, I hope you had a wonderful break and were able to relax
and spend some quality time with your families. May 2019 bring you health and happiness.
A new year is always a time for new resolutions. I would like to think that our resolutions in the
Section are solid, year-long ones that we strive to build upon constantly as each term flies by. Your
sons and daughters are at the heart of our teaching and learning resolutions, and deserve the
unwavering knowledge that they will be fulfilled.
We have some exciting events lined up in the next few weeks - a visit from some of our Alumni,
the three-day IlyMUN conference, the 6ème trip to the mountains, the 1ère trip to London… In the
meantime, this edition of NewsBite will give you a snapshot of some of the recent events in the
Section. Happy reading!
Warmest wishes,
Julie Mortimer
Acting Head of Section, APESA

Alumni Visit: 7 January 2019
We were delighted to welcome 17 APESA alumni to our meeting for the 1ère students on January
7th. This annual event invites former APESA students to talk about their experiences at universities
in France and elsewhere, which is informative and inspiring for our current students. This year, we
heard from alumni studying a wide range of subjects including Business Management, International
Relations, Neuroscience, Biology, Law and Robotics. They are undertaking these courses of study at
universities in various countries including Canada (University of MacGill), France, Sweden, the United
Kingdom (University of Oxford, University of Aberdeen, University of Bristol), the Netherland and
others. Two older alumni also joined us to share their experience of seeking a first job and starting
work. It was fascinating to hear the 1ère students’ comments after the event: the word ‘motivating’
cropped up several times!
Many thanks to all our former students who generously gave their time and energy to make this
event such a success. We wish them all the best in their future endeavors.

News from Collège & Lycée
6eme: Shooting for the Stars

The 6eme classes have been reading reading reading this trimester. We
set up a friendly competition between classes to encourage reading
books outside of class and the students blew us away! The 6eme
classes read a total of 429 books - with the winning class of Ms Jones
reading 157 books. We have been impressed with our students
willingness to chat about the books they’re reading and to share books
with other classmates. Big congratulations to the students who read the
most books this term: Beatrice, Loic, Raphaelle, Angele, Auguste and
Tom! Bravo and keep on reading!

5eme: Global Read Aloud Event 2018
The 5eme students participated in an exciting project this
past October/November. The Global Read Aloud is an event
that connects students around the world through one book this year the middle grade’s book was Refugee by Alan Gratz.
The idea of the project is to read the book to the
students and allow them to reflect about its
themes with students from all over the world. We
did this through a postcard writing campaign
(students wrote and posted over 100 postcards),
Mystery Skypes (students joined up with classes
in the US and asked each other questions about the book), sketchnotes
(students drew while they listened), and so much more. This was an
enriching experience and the book opened our eyes to some very real
issues in immigration that students continue to research. If you have a kid
in 5eme ask them to tell you about this powerful book!

4eme: Identity Projects
As teachers, one of our favorite projects in 4eme is the identity project. The
idea is quite simple on the surface: share something about your identity in
written form and use a visual to accompany it. The complexity and
earnestness of the work the students produced this year was exceptional. We
were so proud of the time and thoughtfulness that went into these projects
and the work is stunning. Any parents coming into the school for the 4eme
parent’s evening on 17th January can check out the work, which is being
displayed on the boards in front of the CDI / Library.

Snippets from Primary
CP
After reading the book How to Catch an Elf by Adam Wallace and Andy
Electron, our lovely CPs have been busy designing and building traps for Elves!
They have been working in pairs to design a trap using materials such as lolly
pop sticks, card and string.

CE1
The CE1s started off this term with a Dragon Egg Hunt in the park! We identified the
Dragons inside using non-fiction texts made by CE2s. We continued our Dragon work by
reading the Book ‘The Egg’ by M.P. Robertson. We then re-wrote the story from the
Dragon’s point of view, using similes, time words and powerful vocabulary! A striking
illustration from this book inspired us to make our own Dragon eyes using modeling clay!

CE2
The CE2s have been penning their own action-packed stories about Hiccup and the Hairy
Hooligans, who have to fend off a mob of vicious Skullion dragons before they can make off with
Grimbeard’s treasure! The classes are now in the throes of producing tantalising performances of
a poem called Storm Dragon, which will be turned into mini movies, thanks to our green
screens!

CM1
CM1 have had a very busy half term! Mme Brochier from Forum Réfugiés talked
about how refugees in Lyon are welcomed and looked after. We had lots of
questions to ask. Ms Brochier was extremely impressed by the students
knowledge, maturity and empathy during her visit. Our topic leading up to
Christmas has been « Arthur Christmas ». We applied for a job working for Santa
and thought about all the qualities needed for a modern day Elf!

CM2
The CM2s have just finished writing a missing chapter to their class novel,
“Holes”. After a failed bid to rescue Zero, poor Stanley is hauled back to
camp by the Warden and must pay the consequences…. The classes are
now dabbling in witchcraft! Having acted out a sped-up version of
Macbeth, they are now focusing on the witches’ spell. They produced an
animated version using the Puppet Pals app and are now writing their
own spells in rhyming couplets - beware!

APESA Libraries
The Primary Library

The Secondary Library

Volunteers are still needed, particularly for
Tuesday afternoons from 3.30-4.30, and for
some other slots.

URGENT: the Secondary Anglophone
Libraries needs volunteers to keep it
running.

If you are able to help out by volunteering,
please contact Marina
on
marina.tzvetkova@gmail.com or Marie on
mariedearp@yahoo.com

If you are able to give a little of your time,
even occasionally, please contact Emily
Commander emily.commander@gmail.com
or Kathy Choi-Lee kkcwam@gmail.com

Clubs & Activities
The Humanitarian Society
Article written by Caroline Grand-Clement

Fundraising at the CSI Christmas Market
On Tuesday,18th of December was the CSI’s yearly Christmas Market, and for the second year in a
row, the Humanitarian Society was present, with joy and smiles. An improved version of 2017, we
managed to raise more than 200€ for ActForRef, an association we’d already partnered with in
previous years, which helps refugees both in Lyon and internationally. Thank you to everyone who
stopped by the stand, and to the whole of Humanitarian Society!
https://www.actforref.org/en-gb/home for more information.
Recycle your pens and help us buy a goat (or two)!
Another project that is dear in our hearts is the Terracycle project: recycling pens to send to
Terracycle in exchange for points that equal money which we can then donate to different
associations! The one we’ve decided to help Un Enfant Par la Main. Our action helps provide goats
to families in need; the goat can be a source of income, and provide food. Boxes are available to
collect pens in R205, R211, R113, L103 and in front of the Vie Scolaire, so we encourage all
students, teachers and staff to dispose of used pens there! We appreciate your help immensely.

Upcoming Events:
January & February 2019
APESA Board Meetings
Mondays: 14 January & 11 February

Parent-Teacher Meetings: Collège & Lycée
5eme - Monday, 21 Jan, 5:30-8:00pm
4eme - Thursday, 17 Jan, 5:30-8:00pm
3eme - Monday, 14 Jan, 5:30-8:00pm
1ere - Tuesday, 15 Jan, 5:30-8:00pm
Appointments are arranged through Pronote (collége) or directly with the teacher (Lycée).

ILYMUN

(International Lyon Model United Nations Conference)
Thursday, 24th January - Saturday 26th January
Hotel de Région Auvergne Rhone-Alpes, Lyon. Organized by students and staff of the APESA and
International School of Lyon, representatives from over 30 high schools across the world will meet
in Lyon to debate the theme of « Inequalities: Bridging the Gaps ».

APESA School Trips
6eme « Cold Lands » Snow Trip
6-8 February to Peisey-Nancroix, Savoie
APESA 6eme students and teachers are heading to the hills for some fun in the snow! They will be
building igloos, learning about animals and plants that live in cold zones and exploring their
surroundings with a qualified local guide. Parents: remember to pack at least 2 pairs of waterproof
gloves - they’ll be needed!
1ère London Trip
12-15 February to London, United Kingdom.
This trip gives the 1ère students an opportunity to explore and learn about many different aspects
of life and culture in London. Highlights include: a visit to Canary Wharf to find out about
development and urban regeneration; trips to the Guardian newspaper offices and the National
Theatre; and the opportunity to see some of the shows that London’s Wes End is famous for.

